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Abstract—In this work we address the growing need for
mechanisms for intranode application composition. We provide
a novel shared memory interface that allows composite applications, two or more coupled applications, to share internal data
structures without blocking. This allows independent progress
of the applications such that they can proceed in a parallel,
overlapped fashion. Composite applications using in-node shared
memory can reduce the amount of data to be communicated
between nodes, allowing data reduction or analytics to be
performed locally and in parallel. To validate our approach
we implemented our solution in Linux and used two proxyapplications to demonstrate how applications can be coupled
and compare the performance to a traditional solution. We
also compared the impact of composite applications to the
performance of their unmodified versions. Our solution incurs
small overhead in HPC linux environments and significantly
outperforms preexisting approaches.
Keywords-shared memory; composite applications; operating
systems; memory management; checkpoint

I. I NTRODUCTION
As HPC systems increase in scale, scientific workflows
utilizing them are becoming increasingly more complex. It
is no longer enough for these systems to support time-sharing
of nodes for computations and post-processing of simulation
results. One of the key drivers for this change is the explosion
of data produced by large-scale simulations. It is becoming
increasingly difficult to move the data from the supercomputer
to permanent storage and back again for additional processing
steps.
Composite applications consist of two or more distinct
applications coupled with scripting or glue-code to produce
an aggregated macro-code resulting in greater functionality by
absorbing additional processing steps. Such examples of coupled applications include the Community Earth System Model
(CESM) [1], simulation paired with uncertainty quantification
(UQ) or visualization, and multi-scale physics.
Composite applications are currently being developed in an
ad-hoc manner with little system support. The driving need is
to quickly couple existing applications with a small amount
of glue-code to tie them together. This promotes replication
of work, leads to fragile frameworks which do not scale, and
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can result in large amounts of data having to be moved off
node.
Our novel approach to remedy the lack of system support for
application composition is an asynchronous mechanism which
would allow consistent data to be accessed within a node
without interrupting the application. By leveraging copy-onwrite (COW) and virtual memory mappings, applications can
share data while preventing changes in one application’s data
set from immediately being reflected in the other. However,
applications can still push and pull changes between processes
when it becomes necessary.
To demonstrate this concept we developed a modification to
the Linux shared memory system. An early prototype – Transparent Consistent Asynchronous Shared Memory (TCASM)
– was described in a previous workshop paper [2]. In this
work we further develop the prototype shared memory system
and demonstrate how it can be used to create loosely coupled
composite applications.
For our evaluation, we focus on two specific miniapplications and couple them with a realistic non-blocking
checkpoint application and a simple analytics application to
prove the benefits of this approach. We focus on applicationspecific checkpointing since it is the HPC community’s key
resilience mechanism and it is significantly impacted by the
cost of data movement.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
A. Need for Application Composition
As system sizes increase from petascale to exascale the data
associated with large simulations is exploding. The memory
footprint is huge, 32-64 petabytes [3]. This amount of data
is difficult to move to and from persistent storage which is
traditionally a parallel file system in HPC.
Currently in coupled physics, applications run sequentially,
passing data from one package to another, with each package
running on the whole allocation in turn. In future exascale
architectures it is expected that some of these simulations will
run in parallel rather than sequentially. One way to run these
simulations would be to share data on the node. This has the
advantage of reducing power, communication and may use

the provided parallelism of current and future processors with
large core counts more efficiently.
B. Related Application Coupling Techniques
Previous methods used for application composition included: directly linking in co-applications, handing off data
through the use of a file on a shared file system, message
passing, and standard shared memory mechanisms.
Existing examples of application coupling are similar to
our solution, though not implemented directly in the OS. Intransit coupling of applications involves writing intermediate
results to local storage where they are analyzed on the way
to permanent storage [4] – in this case applications are linked
by temporary files as is done in many-task frameworks like
Falkon [5]. The ADIOS infrastructure [6] allows applications
to be coupled by either using files, or with memory regions,
but in case of the latter, it uses RDMA to transfer data between
applications. In another work the authors rely on custom
scripting to couple a quantum Monte Carlo code with Qwalk, a
code to calculate the total energy, on a BlueGene/L system [7].
All of these examples could benefit from TCASM. TCASM
provides a shared memory interface with the following features: asynchronous sharing, simple interface, process protection, attaching or detaching to a shared region at any
time, reduced memory footprints, and data set versioning for
scientific applications.
C. Other Related Work
Previous OS based methods to share memory between
processes include System-V or POSIX shared memory [8] and
tmpfs [9] - which allows shared files in a RAM disk. They do
not provide a mechanism to ensure that the data is consistent
and they require additional knowledge of all processes that
share the data in order to synchronize accesses to it.
Knem [10] is specifically designed for interprocess/intranode memory sharing for point-to-point communication and
collective operations, as seen in MPICH2. The Boost [11]
libraries have an interprocess section which includes message
queuing, memory sharing and file locking functionality. Xpmem [12] is an ongoing project that facilitates inter-process
memory sharing by allowing processes to map the virtual
address space of different processes running on the same node.
But all of these require synchronization between processes or
a multi-buffer framework constructed from these mechanisms.
Additionally, none of these support TCASM’s copy-on-write
functionality to simplify application programming.
III. D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION
A. TCASM Architectural Design
To explain our design we will use a simple yet typical
coupled application example, a producer application and an
observer application. The producer performs calculations on a
data set with a certain set of computational steps which are
then repeated for the next iteration. At the end of each set of
steps the data is in a consistent state. The other process, or
processes, called observers, can be started at anytime during

the application’s execution. Observers needs read access to a
consistent state of the data that does not change until they are
done processing it. They may work at a different rate than the
producer and always need to access the most recent consistent
state of the data.
Our goal with TCASM is to provide a copy-on-write (COW)
shared memory region, mapped by both the producer and
observer(s). In this way, the operating system mediates data
changes to present consistent data to the sharing processes
and reduces the amount of complexity in sharing data among
processes.
The simplest explanation of the TCASM approach is that it
provides a shared memory interface that avoids application
synchronization by letting the operating system intervene
when collisions on the data would occur. The operating system
then COWs the data to avoid these collisions. TCASM tries to
preserve the asynchronous aspect of multi-buffer approaches
and minimize the memory and coordination required among
the producer and observers. The basic premise is to avoid data
duplication by sharing the pages that contain unmodified data
among the multiple versions of the data set in memory.
In the worst case, if all pages in the data set are modified
every time and each observer is advancing at a unique rate, the
memory overhead will be equal to the number of observers
times the size of the shared region, as in a multi-buffer
implementation. However, our solution will still retain the
advantages of unsynchronized access due to the operating
system’s management of COW data. Also the granularity of
changes monitored between the two processes are reduced to
the size of a page.
Our main goal is to provide a clean and simple interface
for publishing data between distinct processes. We achieve
this by modifying the two existing shared memory functions
in Linux, mmap and msync. The implementation of TCASM
under Linux is detailed in previous paper [2].
Figure 1 depicts the interaction between producer and
observer and the shared memory region. Initially, the producer
and observer’s virtual memory pages point to an unmodified
shared memory file. On the far right of the diagram, the
producer is modifying a page, so a new page is allocated and
mapped in the producer’s virtual memory as per the standard
COW procedure. On the left, the producer has published
its changes, so the original pages must be preserved in the
observer’s address space. Pages are copied out of the shared
region and the observer’s virtual address space is updated to
reflect this new state. This allows observers to advance at
different rates than the producer and one another since they
always keep their own versions of the data.
With this method, the producer task incurs a COW overhead
for each page that it modifies. However, we argue that the
overhead of COW will be overshadowed by the lack of
explicit synchronization required to manually copy the data. In
addition, an expensive copy operation can be prevented if the
producer does not modify all pages in the shared region, giving
an advantage to the COW mechanism over unconditionally
copying the entire shared range of pages in a multi-buffer

Fig. 1: TCASM Architecture
solution. Furthermore, this implementation provides significant
decoupling between producers and observers. The only shared
structure is the data itself and the producer makes its progress
continuously without coordinating with observers which are
created or destroyed independently.
B. TCASM Application Interface
Using TCASM requires some simple application modifications. The data required by any observer needs to be placed
in shared regions. The code needs to be modified to publish
the new versions at points where data is consistent, by calling
msync. Simple application code would look as follows:
# application (producer)
mmap (filename,data)
Enter Timing loop {
Do work ()
call msync() # to publish data version
}
# co application (observer)
Enter Processing loop {
mmap (filename,data) # to get new data
Do work ()
call unmap()
}
For an MPI runtime, mapped filenames are generated to
align with MPI ranks such that the observers can deduce the
names from information they already have. A similar scheme
can be implemented for other runtimes.
The application using TCASM to share its data also needs
to provide some metadata to hold application-specific descriptions of the structures to be shared. Information such as the
number of regions and their respective sizes, the variables and
their types, data versions, and important iterators from the
application, may be required in order to allow the observers
to interpret the data. For example, a checkpoint co-application
would need all of the information that is required to restart
the application from a checkpoint such as the input deck and
iterator values. For an analytics observer the extents and offsets
of the data structures of interest for the calculation would need
to be included. Any constants can be included here as well.
Using a defined data description standard such as HDF5 or
netCDF could easily be supported.
The initiating application has to provide this data set for the
observing applications. The application also needs to allocate
the data structures for publishing using mmap. We developed

Operation
msync
memcpy
COW

Latency
0.98 microseconds/page
0.63 microseconds/page
2.71 microseconds/page

TABLE I
a C based FORTRAN library, and a custom allocator for C++
for this reason.
There are several FORTRAN wrapper functions to facilitate
the system calls and pointer arithmetic necessary to instantiate
data from shared memory. Since the interface is general,
developers who wish to use this interface need only allocate
c-type pointers (a data type in FORTRAN), and pass them to
one of the functions in the C library. These pointers can then
be used to allocate data types in FORTRAN.
For C++ the best solution was to implement a custom
memory allocator which would use mmap to create objects.
This way, any critical data could simply be initialized using
the shared memory allocator in place of the standard allocator.
IV. E VALUATION
A. Methodology
To evaluate the performance and applicability of our approach we employ custom micro-benchmarks to look at overheads and to compare various sharing mechanisms. We then
use proxy applications to investigate the performance benefits
of TCASM in two specific use cases; coupled with a checkpoint utility co-application and an analytics co-application.
B. Performance Overhead
In this section, we report the observed performance depredation incurred by TCASM’s Copy-On-Write (COW) and msync
mechanisms using an in house benchmark application. Results
collected are summarized in Table I. Latency of calls to
memcpy are included for comparison. Time values presented
are aggregate times for contiguous data sets, represented as
time per page.
C. Comparison to Other Sharing Methods
In these experiments we test microbenchmarks using
TCASM, mmap, an in-line function call (func) and composition using a shared file (file). Producer and observer
overheads were compared against the same benchmark running
in isolation using a variety of composition mechanisms. Mmap
and xpmem were implemented with basic producer-consumer
queues and all were compared over increasing data sizes.
Figure 2 shows overhead of the composition mechanisms. The
missing points in the TCASM data are due to noise in the data.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of sharing composition mechanisms relative to a producer not sharing any data

To further evaluate our implementation we also modified
two MPI based mini-apps (SNAP [13] and MiniFE [14]) to
instantiate critical data structures with mmap and publish consistent data sets at regular intervals using msync. These miniapps are often used to evaluate how real scientific applications
will perform on new systems.
We evaluated both SNAP and MiniFE’s TCASM implementations against their unmodified implementations under various
parameters.
D. Checkpointing Use Case
We also identified use cases that demonstrate the viability
of the shared memory interface enabled by TCASM. First we
investigate an application with embedded checkpoint functionality decomposed into a separate simulation application and a
checkpoint utility co-application. We designed the checkpointing system to use TCASM to share critical data between the
producer and observer processes which would then forward
the data to a storage server where it would be persisted in
the file system. The data can later be used to restart a job, in
case of a failure. To reflect production HPC environments, the
observer incorporates a typical I/O forwarding layer to allow
data to be staged on remote nodes. Specifically, we consider
the IOFSL [15] forwarding library, a scalable I/O forwarding
framework consisting of a library for the client and a server
that resides on a remote node(s). The observer processes use
the IOFSL [15] forwarding library to forward the shared data
to a remote storage server. For comparison, we also modified
SNAP to use IOFSL directly without employing the TCASM
observers.
Figure 3 shows the run times of three flavors of MiniFE
(from left to right): 1) the original implementation, 2) an implementation utilizing the custom memory allocator and syncing shared memory at regular intervals, and 3) the TCASM
functional implementation (syncing at regular intervals) sharing the node with TCASM observers designed to persist the
data necessary to fully restart MiniFE from its last consistent
state. TCASM allocation and regular syncing account for the
34% run time overhead while the presence of observers adds
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Fig. 3: MiniFE Performance: Unmodified compared to
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every iteration with a co-process copying the data off node.
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Checkpointing Observers compared to direct IOFSL Checkpointing)

nothing to execution time.
Similar to Figure 3, Figure 4 reflects the performance
difference between the TCASM implementation of SNAP
running alongside the TCASM checkpointing observer, and
SNAP modified to do its own checkpointing after each iteration. Clearly, there are significant performance gains from
leveraging shared memory for data sharing with the TCASM
implementation finishing in about 64% of the total run time
of direct checkpointing implementation. This particular experiment was done on a a relatively small data set (500MB per
process across 32 MPI processes).
Finally, to demonstrate TCASM’s effectiveness at scale,
several experiments were conducted on 202 cluster nodes
using the PRObE system [16]. Figure 5 illustrates the relative
performance of 3 implementations of SNAP. The first, is
the original implementation of SNAP with 400 ranks running
across 200 nodes with one head node reserved for synchronization. The second is the same set up with the TCASM
version of SNAP syncing every time it reaches a consistent
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Fig. 5: Performance of SNAP, scaled on 200 and 400 compute
nodes

Fig. 7: Runtime of SNAP using the file system to share data
as compared to TCASM

state, with and without a set of observers syncing to the final
node, which is reserved for persistent data storage. As the first
three bars in Figure 5 illustrate the difference is minuscule.
Since msync is a local operation, only affecting the memory
on the node its called on, its overhead is related to how many
processes are calling it, and how much data is being synced. In
this particular setup, the cost of two ranks calling msync on 1
Gigabyte simultaneously is negligible. The final bar represents
the same setup with an implementation of SNAP that writes to
the storage server directly. However, in this experiment, only
32 of the 400 processes are syncing during the course of the
experiment. Here, the real benefit of TCASM checkpointing
becomes evident.

the necessary meta-data. An observer for each rank performs
the necessary calculations on its local data set and calls an MPI
collective operation to ascertain the global values. For testing
purposes, this data was simply printed to standard output. To
compare the performance of this implementation a module was
added to SNAP to compute the energy spectrum within SNAP
itself. The exact same code was used, with the exception of
the initialized variables. In SNAP, the data is simply passed
in or made available globally. In the observer, the data must
be allocated and initialized from shared memory. The rest of
the operations are identical.
Figure 6 shows the comparison between the two implementations, on a 64 core cluster node using process binding.
Using TCASM for spectrum analysis cuts the execute time
of SNAP in half. Again, in an attempt to isolate the computational cost and context switching noise between producers
and consumers, the number of ranks was dropped to 60 and
divided among the sockets. This resulted in slightly higher
execution time. Even with the computational overhead of the
analytical operations, it is still preferable to have more MPI
processes rather than provide process isolation.
Figure 7 shows SNAP’s completion time vs data size shared
with two versions; 1) data shared with TCASM, flat scaling;
2) data shared on the filesystem, poor scaling. The data
shared was for the spectrum calculation to show the benefit of
TCASM over ad-hoc composition on the filesystem.

E. In situ Analysis Use Case
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Fig. 6: Runtime of SNAP with an added Spectrum Analysis
procedure added versus a TCASM implementation sharing
necessary data to an analytical observer
A second use case for TCASM is in situ data analysis. For
this case, we implemented a specialized TCASM observer to
calculate the energy spectrum of a given SNAP experiment for
each time step. At the end of each time step, SNAP publishes
the data necessary to calculate the energy spectrum along with

In this paper we presented TCASM, an asynchronous shared
memory interface for coupling composite applications. We
discussed the design of the implementation using the memory
subsystem of Linux and showed the advantage of providing
a simple and transparent interface that allows sharing of
memory while minimizing the memory used and eliminating
synchronization between coupled processes.
We provided interfaces for scientific applications which
are predominately written in C, FORTRAN, or C++. These
contributions allow our work to be easily used by application
developers.

We also demonstrated real world use cases for TCASM by
using two scientific mini applications. SNAP and MiniFE were
modified to use shared memory and publish consistent states
at regular intervals. The resulting data was then used by an
”observer” to bleed it off to persistent storage servers via an IO
forwarding layer. The presence of the observer was shown to
have little impact on the performance of the application, while
some overhead was attributed to the cost of repeated calls to
msync and the overhead from copy-on-write. However, this
overhead is small in comparison to traditional checkpointing
techniques, where the application would have to temporarily
halt execution while its data is copied to persistent storage. In
this case we see a huge 11.96x improvement over traditional
checkpointing.
In addition, we developed an analytic observer to calculate
the energy spectrum of the flux array in the SNAP application. We showed a performance improvement of 1.86 times,
again, due to the decoupling of the application computation
and the analytics calculation which allows for their overlap.
This approach would clearly be beneficial for many coupled
application scenarios, such as visualization, uncertainty quantification, etc.
Hobbes [17], a new exascale OS, is currently under design
which supports composite applications. This work is currently
being integrated into Hobbes as well as being made available
to the Linux HPC community. We would also like to prove this
method with large-scale applications such as the Community
Earth System Model (CESM) [1] and other coupled physics
applications. We see this work as a valuable building block to
support dynamic run times for many-core processors.
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